
YEAR 9 COMMERCE 2017 ASSESSMENT TASK 1: Research Task 

Section 2 – In-Class Task  - Marking Guidelines  

1. Define the term scams.        (2 marks) 

Define = state meaning and identify essential qualities  

Question 1 Marking Guidelines Marks  

States the meaning of and identifies the essential characteristics of the term 
scam. 
 

2 

 
Makes general statements about scams. 
  

1  

 

2. Using the scam referred to in your Research Summary, outline the nature of the 

scam.          (3 marks) 

Outline =  sketch in general terms; indicate the main features of  

Question 2 Marking Guidelines Marks  

Indicates the main features of a scam, using an example 3 

Indicates the some features of a scam, using an example  2 

Makes general statements about scams 
  

1  

 

 

3. Using the scam referred to in your Research Summary, explain why the scam 

was effective and strategies consumers could have used to avoid being 

scammed in this manner.        (15 marks) 

Explain = relate cause and effect; make the relationships between things evident; provide 

why and/or how 

 

  



 

Qustion 3 Marking Guidelines  

 

13-15 

 Demonstrates extensive knowledge and understanding of scams 

 Demonstrates sophisticated cause and effect of how scams are effective   

 Demonstrates sophisticated cause and effect of strategies consumers could use to avoid being 

scammed 

 Presents a sustained, logical and cohesive response to the question 

 Comprehensively integrates relevant commercial terminology, concepts and examples throughout 

the response 

 

10-12 

 Demonstrates sound knowledge and understanding of scams 

 Demonstrates sound cause and effect of scams 

 Demonstrates sound cause and effect of strategies consumers could use to avoid being scammed 

 Presents a logical and cohesive response to the question 

 Integrates relevant commercial terminology, concepts and examples throughout the response 

 

7-9 

 Demonstrates some knowledge and understanding of scams 

 Demonstrates some cause and effect of scams  

 Demonstrates some cause and effect of strategies consumers could use to avoid being scammed 

 Presents a structured response to the question 

 Includes some commercial terminology, concepts and examples throughout the response 

 

4-6 

 Demonstrates basic knowledge and understanding of scams 

 Demonstrates basic cause and effect of scams 

 Demonstrates basic cause and effect of strategies consumers could use to avoid being scammed 

 Attempts so structure a response to the question 

 Includes basic commercial terminology, concepts and examples throughout the report 

 

1-3 

 Demonstrates little or no knowledge and understanding of scams  

 Demonstrates little or no cause and effect of scams 

 Demonstrates little cause and effect of strategies consumers could use to avoid being scammed 

 Provides little to no reasons in favour of strategies to avoid consumers being scammed  

 Little reference to commercial terminology, concepts and examples  

Teacher Feedback 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


